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Abstract

This article summarizes current concepts of the working memory with regard to its role within emotional coping strategies. In particular, it focuses on the fact that the limited capacity of the working memory to process now-relevant information can be turned into an advantage, when the individual is occupied by dealing with unpleasant emotion. Based on a phenomenon known as dual-task interference (DTI), this emotion can be chased by intense arousal due to clearly identifiable external stressors. Thus, risk perception might be used as a ‘DTI inductor’ that allows avoidance of unpleasant emotion. Successful mastery of risk adds a highly relevant dopaminergic component to the overall experience. The resulting mechanism of implicit learning may contribute to the development of a behavioural addiction. Besides its putative effects in the development of a behavioural addiction, the use of DTI might be of a more general interest for the clinical practice, especially in the field of psychotherapy.
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Introduction

There is no perception emerging in a human being’s brain that will receive more attention than the perception of an imminent threat to its life.

Human beings received throughout the evolutionary process a highly efficient and complex armament of adaptive mechanisms allowing them to cope with extreme stress and danger. In developed countries people are only very seldom and under exceptional conditions confronted with real and imminent threats to their physical integrity, e.g., like being exposed to a predator. However, concrete threats have been replaced by a constant concern about possible dangers to our psychological integrity and our social well-being. Yet, there are still some situations that directly threaten our physical integrity, for example exposure to considerable height with a risk of falling. It is of interest to note that human beings who generally strive to live under the most secure conditions, still have a strong tendency to develop individual ways of risk seeking in order to experience various levels of risk-related psychovagetative arousal [1]. A large amount of scientific literature is available about the psychological phenomena of risk and sensation seeking [2, 3]. This article focuses on the effects of risk-related arousal on the attentional resources of the brain. The effect that risk perception imposes a rad-
tical switch in the processing of information having less vital importance may be conceptualized as a strategy to cope efficiently with unpleasant emotion.

According to current models of emotional coping, unpleasant emotion can be handled by three distinct mechanisms: firstly, resolving the underlying causes that provoke the unpleasant emotion; secondly, avoidance of entering into the unpleasant emotion, and finally, replacing the unpleasant emotion by a neutral or even pleasant emotion. The third option is of particular interest in concepts that elucidate the development and maintenance of a substance use disorder [4]. In these concepts the switching from an unpleasant condition towards a less unpleasant, neutral (or even pleasant) condition is achieved chemically by the consumption of a psychoactive substance. In this article the authors describe the pathways through which this switching between emotional conditions is obtained by a behavioural intervention. A special focus will be put on situations in which the shifting of emotional states is most abrupt and that have the highest impact on the brain’s attentional resources. The situations that are of most relevance in developed countries are exposure to risk due to velocity and verticality.

**Height Perception as a Phylogenetically Determined Stressor**

‘One of man’s strongest fears is the fear of high places and falling’. This sentence introduces the monograph of Walk and Gibson [5] who developed the ‘visual cliff’ paradigm which was used in a large amount of animal and human studies in order to investigate the effects of perception, locomotor control, developmental age and many other parameters on the expression of fear and avoidance of height [for a review, see 6]. There is strong evidence that fear of heights is largely determined through the evolutionary heritage and not acquired through associative learning [7]. However, it is still largely unknown in which manner the individual’s response towards height stimuli adapts over time. Individual differences of sensitivity to heights might be best explained by some variability in the information-processing pathways between the sensory subsystems on the one hand, and the cognitive-executive functions on the other hand [8]. The influence of visual and postural perception along with the individual’s ability to discriminate and interpret bodily sensations have been well documented as contributing factors for shaping the individual’s responses to height stimuli [9, 10]. There is some variability in the experiencing of the psychovegetative arousal due to the perception of height, as well as in the cognitive and emotional appraisal of this arousal. The matching between the sensory components related to height perception and arousal, on the one side, and the cognitive-discriminatory components of the appraisal, on the other side, contribute to the various manifestations of height tolerance or intolerance. Hence, individual reactions to heights can be differentiated as acrophobia, height intolerance, height tolerance, and height-seeking behaviour.

According to Lazarus’ transactional model of stress [11], a potentially stressful event does not provoke a stress reaction unless it is appraised as threatening. In the case of height perception, the psychophysiological arousal is particularly intense. As this reactivity is phylogenetically determined for obvious reasons, no human being can remain unaffected in a situation of evident height exposure. It is supposed that both height-intolerant and height-seeking individuals have an increased susceptibility towards height-related bodily sensations. In the former group this susceptibility is appraised as emotionally unpleasant, and hence avoided, whereas in the latter group, the bodily experiencing of height is appraised as thrilling and exciting [12]. Most human beings are supposedly in the middle of this continuum between height intolerance and height seeking which places them into a height susceptibility that can be experienced by means of playful exploration. An enormous industry offers a large variety of products that aim to deliver ‘verticality and/or velocity thrills’ and millions of people spend a considerable amount of time and money to engage in risk-related activities.

This ‘artificial’ and voluntary experiencing of theoretically life-threatening situations may therefore be conceptualized as an attempt to expose the stress-coping system to a context for which it was once designed.

**Working Memory, Dual-Task Interference, and Stress Coping**

Working memory represents the capacity of storing and treating of now-relevant information. Current models of the ongoing information-processing system of the brain differentiate four subsystems of working memory: the phonological loop for auditory information, the visuospatial sketchpad for visuospatial information, the episodic buffer that links information across domains to form integrated and chronologically ordered units of information, and the central executive which controls and
coordinates the operation of the three subsystems as well as the resource allocation within the working memory capacity.

According to the ‘bottleneck metaphor’, the human brain has a limited capacity for treating information generated by external or internal sources [13]. When a person tries to perform two tasks at the same time, in general a slowing down of the performance can be observed. This slowing is called the psychological refractory period [14], which was observed within a vast variety of experimental settings. This psychological refractory period is at the origin of another phenomenon which is the dual-task interference (DTI) [15]. This means that human beings show severe interference when performing two or several even very simple tasks at the same time. The tasks that have the ability to interfere one with another are characterized by the fact that they require both attentional resources and a distinct processing of information. These two prerequisite conditions are met in the case of intense arousal due to a risky situation and therefore the fact to enter in such a situation can be conceptualized as some kind of ‘DTI-seeking behaviour’. Normally DTI is considered to be a ‘brake’ on the system. However, in the model proposed here, we examine the question whether DTI may act as a negative reinforcement and as a consequence may initiate and maintain a process of implicit emotional learning. These mechanisms may then contribute to the development of psychopathological manifestations like a behavioural addiction on the one hand, but may also contribute to beneficial effects of DTI in psychotherapy.

The term stress outlines experiences that are psychologically or physiologically challenging or threatening, stimulate the release of stress hormones, increase the organism’s arousal level and consume its attentional resources [16, 17]. Arousal refers to the level of alertness or activation of the organism [18, 19]. It has been shown that the level of arousal has an influence on information processing. The Yerkes-Dodson law [20] describes an inverted U-shape relationship between arousal and performance where performance on tasks requiring attention is best at some mid-level of arousal and decreases as arousal becomes too low or too high.

In 1959, Easterbrook [21] tested the impact of various arousal-inducing manipulations on dual-task performance. Such experiments typically required the subjects to perform two distinct tasks simultaneously under different levels of arousal. He demonstrated that under high arousal levels, one task becomes of secondary and the other one of primary importance. Performance on the secondary task declines whereas performance on the primary task remains unaffected and in some instances improved. He concluded that high level of arousal lead to a narrowing of attention toward a single task.

In stressful situations, coping with the stressor becomes the primary task and enters in concurrence for allocation of attentional resources with any secondary task. Stress-induced arousal thus leads to a narrowing of attention toward coping with the stressful situation and decreases the performance on the concurrent secondary task. The point is that under some precise circumstances, this concurrent secondary task performance deterioration can be turned as an advantage, i.e. if the secondary task is ruminations of negative thoughts.

In this case, according to generally approved models of implicit emotional learning, the high psychophysiological arousal associated with risk perception chasing rumination of negative thoughts that are not directly related to the coping with the present danger can be conceptualized as some form of highly effective DTI. Furthermore, as the exposure to the danger was initiated voluntarily and as it is followed in most of the cases by the pleasant sensation of mastery and relief, the overall process corresponds to a negative conditioning learning process. By repetition of this process, exposure to risky situations may become one of the favoured mechanisms of emotional coping of the person. Moreover, it is known that acute stress potentiates dopaminergic reward pathways in the brain [22] and that the attention induced by risk perception can enhance the potential learning signal of the situation. Altogether, it can open a pathway that leads to behavioural addiction.

This stress-related ability to cope efficiently with unpleasant emotion might also contribute to the observation that sensation seekers express less fear and anxiety and are less receptive to the occurrence of unpleasant consequences of their actions [23, 24]. It is possible that the state of stress approach, the appraisal of stress as something thrilling and challenging, and the preference of ‘feeling stressed’, instead of ‘feeling bored or bothered’ which are features commonly found in sensation seekers, can be understood as a clinical correlate to corroborate the assumption that sensation seekers use sensation seeking as a way to distract themselves [25]. The many neurobiological specificities that are found in sensation seekers and that involve the stress response system (hippocampal glucocorticoid receptors, HPA axis) [26], as well as the mesolimbic dopaminergic system signalling reward and salience [27], along with the fact that the sensation seeking frequently co-occurs with an addictive disorder [28, 29] might be an indicator for a deeply anchored tendency
to cope with emotional stress rather than focusing on the emotional state itself. Problem solution is a quite recent phenomenon of stress coping that only appeared in the evolutionary process with the emergence of mankind. The predominant coping strategies in most species are to attack or to avoid the stressor. Thus, the tendency to react either by behaviourally or chemically mediated avoidance, while keeping the stress coping capacities frequently and efficiently engaged, might be a still highly active remnant of ancient evolutionary heredity.

Towards a Model of Cue-Induced Negative Reinforcement and Contextually Maintained Positive Reinforcement of Behavioural Addiction

The aforementioned studies and concepts mainly pertain to neurocognitive mechanisms regulating resource allocation of the working memory as a reaction to coping with stressful stimuli. When in such a setting, the first task corresponds to an unpleasant state (e.g. being occupied with unpleasant thoughts) then it is likely that the occurring DTI which is the result of the emerging second task can be conceptualized as a negative reinforcement. The negative state (unpleasant thoughts) is progressively replaced by a less unpleasant state, which is dealing with a stressful challenging situation. As long as the stress is bearable, the person will experience a relatively high level of psychological comfort. Of course, if the stress further increases, the level of psychological comfort will tend to decrease until, finally, an unpleasant state where the stress exceeds the individual’s stress-coping competencies is obtained.

In clinical practice it can be commonly observed that patients keep themselves ‘busy’ by dealing with various forms of daily life problems and stressors that pop up repeatedly, even though therapists spend a lot of time working on problem resolution and on anticipation of similar problems in the future. By keeping themselves busy in dealing with these concrete situations, patients may avoid awareness of unpleasant emotion which would emerge as soon as the ‘objective’ level of daily life stress decreases. In addition, therapists, who often know or feel that their patients carry a heavy burden of unresolved psychological conflicts or of trauma-related psychopathology and who consider that their contribution as mental health professionals is to address these problems, refrain from approaching these ‘painful’ parts as the patient asks: ‘I am too stressed right now, can we talk about this another time?’ Interestingly, there is no scientific literature confirming or negating this hypothesis of a ‘stress-seeking’ tendency in patients who might use ‘stress-seeking’ as a form of avoidance. However, in the light of the literature and of current concepts of classical conditioning, the high prevalence of the state (or also the trait) of ‘being stressed’ in psychiatric patients can be understood by two mechanisms that are closely related: Avoidance and distraction. Both mechanisms work together to play a crucial role in negative reinforcement: On the one hand, DTI leads to distraction from the unpleasant first task by automated, non-voluntary neurobiological mechanisms. On the other hand, engaging voluntarily in the second task that later generates DTI can be considered to be an act of avoidance.

These effects of DTI and avoidance become more powerful, and – importantly – easier to discriminate, when the second task is not responding to a stressful situation, but being exposed to a clearly identified risk. Already during the approach phase, a considerable part of the attentional resources of the working memory will be allocated towards task 2 (for this reason the slope of the resource allocation is steeper in figure 1b than in figure 1a). Once exposed to the risk, the remaining unpleasant thoughts (task 1) are instantly replaced by executing task 2: responding to the now-relevant risk. As in many cases the risk perception is associated with the presence of a distinct stimulus (exposure to verticality when starting to climb, sitting at a roulette table in a casino, etc.), this risk exposure corresponds to a cue-induced negative reinforcement. Immediately after entering the risky situation, the totality of mental resources is allocated to the handling of the risky situation. As long as the individual’s genuine and acquired capacities allow efficient coping with the risky situation (and even to succeed within this situation by gaining altitude or money) the execution of task 2 will be associated with a high level of psychological comfort. This state of ‘handling the risk’ can be conceptualized as a contextual positive reinforcement: the individual will continue to respond to the many various stimuli related to task 2 (e.g. climbing or gambling), but the overall experience will be highly biased by the ongoing contextual perception that the whole situation is highly risky. On the neurobiological level, both identification of a risk-related cue stimulus and successfully coping and succeeding within a highly risky situation are associated with dopaminergic neurotransmission in the ventral striatum [30]. When difficulties and possibilities of harmful consequences increase within task 2 and when the indi-
individuals coping competencies reach and cross their maximum capacities, then the individual will experience an unpleasant state of being overwhelmed in task 2. However, the price to pay to be in this state (e.g. feeling extremely stressed or fearful, getting hurt, losing money) may be ‘less expensive’ than the price that would have been to pay if the individual had stayed in task 1 (unpleasant thoughts). That means that the advantage of having performed a negative reinforcement through risk-related DTI outweighs the disadvantage of having experienced a state of unpleasant stress or objective harm when arriving at a very high level of stress within task 2. The occurrence of an aversive consequence in task 2 is furthermore limited by the fact that risk-seeking users of task 2 are normally able to limit the stress level of task 2, which means they will get out of the situation before harm objectively occurs. Therefore, aversive consequences that would have limiting effect on the overall implicit and associative learning process occur rather seldom. 'Risk-seeking users' will rather become quite competent and successful in handling high levels of risk-related stress, and they will enjoy a maximum range of psychological comfort in doing so, without entering too often the high-end, unpleasant area of task 2.

Discussion

The problems of many psychopathological manifestations in the clinics are due to maladaptive learning processes in the field of emotional coping with stress. Human beings are constantly striving to maintain physical and psychological homeostasis within a world that constantly brings changing and frequently unexpected challenging events. Through the evolutionary process all living organisms are well equipped in order to deal with this never-ending course of stressors. The many stress-related coping mechanisms oriented towards the outer world have been extensively studied in the animal model, as well as in humans. This research on stress- and anxiety-related disorders led to a plethora of literature in the field of classical and operant conditioning always referring to
cesses of implicit associative learning [31]. However, in addition to clinical manifestations oriented to the outer world (e.g., fearful avoidance, aggressive behaviour, flight, freeze, etc.), there may be many behavioural strategies which are primarily oriented to the inner world, the proper emotional coping system of the individual. A good example of the coexistence of behavioural mechanisms of emotional coping on both the external and the internal surface is obsessive-compulsive disorder. In obsessive-compulsive disorder, obsessions are mental actions (only identifiable through careful questioning) that have the function to reduce abnormal anxiety due to exaggerated beliefs or false convictions. The same dysfunctional beliefs can also provoke behavioural manifestations on the external surface, which then are called compulsions, and in analogy to obsessions have the role to decrease the level of anxiety.

The authors of this article propose that the phenomenon of DTI is one of these mechanisms of stress regulation at the internal level. As shown in the paragraphs before, DTI can contribute to dampen unpleasant emotion by forcing the attention of the central executive to be focused on a task of higher relevance, and being less disagreeable.

To date there are no studies, to our knowledge, allowing to confirm or to negate our hypothesis of a DTI component contributing in the development of behavioural addiction. Furthermore, interpretation of the existing data is not easy with regard to this hypothesis. In the field of pathological gambling, the behavioural addiction most investigated, there are some publications investigating the links between sensation or risk seeking and gambling [32–34]. The results are often inconsistent to answer the question whether and in which way sensation seeking and pathological gambling might be correlated. Furthermore, using these studies to test our hypothesis might be limited by the fact that the overall reactivity to many types of external stimuli and contexts was tested. There is very little data to to help understand in which way the internal processing and experiencing of unpleasant emotion is affected when engaging into gambling: Fortune and Goodie [32] showed that pathological gamblers score generally higher on the two subscales of the Zuckerman Sensation Seeking Scale that measure disinhibition and boredom susceptibility, and that they do not differ on the other two subscales assessing thrill and experience seeking, in comparison to healthy controls. This observation is supported by the study of Now et al. [25] who demonstrated that male pathological gamblers were more likely than non-gambling peers to use avoidant stress-coping strategies, and to seek emotional stimulation in order to distract themselves. In sum, these data suggest that pathological gamblers who are highly sensitive to boredom and internal monotony or rumination of negative thoughts, are more likely to engage in activities leading to immediate stimulation and arousal due to actual behaviour and they are less likely to engage in behaviour aimed to prepare hypothetical behaviour in the future. Therefore, gambling may be used, along with other thrilling activities, as a DTI by a subgroup of the population that is characterized by features such as boredom susceptibility and avoidant coping styles in order to reach an optimum level of psychological homeostasis.

The finding that many persons have difficulty engaging in mental actions in order to obtain rather discreet modifications of their psychological state is very well known. It explains, in part, why psychotherapies that include components of mental practising (attentional respiration and ‘body scanner’ in mindfulness meditation, for example) are not suitable for all patients that normally ‘should’ benefit from these treatments. It is probable that the reactivity of human beings towards stimuli that are generated in the inner or the outer world (including pharmacological agents that shortcut effects on inner perception but are delivered from the outer world) can be considered as being distributed on a continuum. Some people are extremely sensitive to external stimulation and much less sensitive to experiencing or modulating internal processes by means of mental practice, whereas for other people the opposite might be true. A large number of persons are supposed to be in the middle of this continuum, having a quite well-developed sensitivity to stimuli coming from both internal and external sources and being able to modulate this experience by means of mental practice.

What gambling and rock climbing have in common is the fact that the person who is engaging in these activities will automatically feel aroused as the perception of risk and potential damage is highly present in these activities. These activities therefore represent ‘DTI inductors’ generated in a very reliable manner by the outer world. The popularity of ‘verticality exposing’ activities (climbing, bungee jumping, etc.), but also of other activities with risks related to velocity (most motor sports, downhill bicycling, etc.) or activities presenting both exposure to verticality and to velocity (paragliding, skiing, rollercoaster, etc.) might be explained by this concept. With regard to the arousal perceived while gambling, it is crucial to note that the arousal is highly dependent on the fact that the
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The authors also suggest that the phenomenon of DTI may be instrumentalized and practised in specific forms of psychotherapy in order to strengthen the individual’s stress-coping competencies. The potential benefit of DTI was shown in works by Holmes et al. [36]; they showed that a visuospatial task (playing the computer game “Tetris”) could inhibit the memory consolidation of traumatic material in individuals who had viewed a film with traumatic content 30 min prior to being assigned to the ‘Tetris’ task. Compared to the no-task condition, the ‘Tetris’ condition produced a significant reduction in flashback frequency over a 1-week observation period.

Another example of an intervention on the brain’s information processing is EMDR (eye-movement desensitization and reprocessing). EMDR is an effective form of psychotherapy for patients suffering from PTSD [37]. Its neurobiological underpinnings are not yet fully understood but there is some evidence that EMDR works through interference on the working memory [38–41].

The most prominent feature of this therapy are the eye-movements that the patient has to perform (guided by the therapist) while re-experiencing a traumatic event. The simultaneous performance of two tasks (the recall of a traumatic event and the execution of bilaterally alternating horizontal eye-movements) can be considered as a ‘therapeutical DTI setup’. It was shown that eye-movements interfere effectively with visuospatial memory that is activated during trauma imagination. As a consequence, the vividness and emotiveness of the traumatic images are reduced [42–44]. In general, eye-movements appear to be particularly efficacious for interfering with the working memory’s simultaneous processing of another task also using the visuospatial sketchpad [45, 46].

These observations are consistent with the ‘bottleneck’ model of the working memory that posits that information belonging to the same modality of information (visuospatial or phonological) show a higher degree of DTI. To confirm this, a recent study comparing interference of acoustical tones with interference of eye-movements on the recollection of negative memories showed that eye-movements affect the working memory to a higher degree than acoustical tones [47].

There also might be some analogy between the effects of eye-movements in EMDR and the effects of attentional breathing in mindfulness based cognitive therapy (MBCT) or in other forms of meditation or relaxation exercises. Attentional breathing in MBCT may be considered as DTI on the working memory. Thus, it was supposed that MBCT derives some of its beneficial effects from taxing working memory capacities during recall of negative ideation [48].

Another example for the clinical application of DTI can be found in the field of non-pharmacological treatments for chronic pain. Interventions that are based on the distraction of the attentional resources have been described at many times [49, 50], but these forms of therapy only found a limited degree of use in clinical practice. It is possible that most patients suffering from chronic pain have difficulties in actively practicing and performing these mental exercises [51]. Interestingly, use of EMDR for chronic pain patients showed quite promising results [52].

With regard to depression, distraction, especially when it contains an external component, is a validated therapeutical intervention to modify depressed mood [53–55].

The finding that DTI-containing therapies may not be suitable for all patients who present affections that could theoretically benefit from these interventions points to the question of how to increase the implementation, acceptance, and efficacy of DTI-related therapeutical interventions. To answer this question it seems to be of importance to note that the forms of DTI that seem most effective for obtaining negative reinforcement contain a well-defined discriminatory external element that induces DTI. It is probable that the presence of an outer world distractor facilitates the process of DTI, in contrast to a progressively increasing DTI, in which the secondary task is not associated by clearly identifiable stimuli (cue and contextual). Therefore, the induction and maintenance of DTI in EMDR by performing eye movements, guided by the therapist, or of DTI in mindfulness relaxation by performing attentional breathing, guided by the voice of the therapist, might be better accepted and more effective than DTI-containing therapeutical interventions that have no component of external guidance. In addition, DTI interventions should be in the zone of comfort in which both tasks are quite equally treated by the central executive. The shifting between these two tasks may contribute to a more adaptive treatment of information (related to task 1), according to the working memory hypothesis of EMDR, cited above.
Of what use is our model of DTI for treating behavioural addictions? To our knowledge there are no studies that investigate the effects of distraction (or DTI) on behavioural addictions. However, some of the aforementioned treatment techniques that contain DTI components (such as mindfulness meditation, or EMDR) showed promising results in treating substance use disorders [56, 57]. Especially in the domain of nicotine craving, where it was shown that attentional resources are highly biased towards smoking-related stimuli [58, 59], several studies suggest that interventions aiming to modify the attribution of attentional resources might be beneficial. Thus, it was shown that a concomitant attentional interference which was driven by auditory instructions showed to reduce significantly nicotine craving [60]. Similar results were obtained on cigarette craving when attentional breathing was used as an interfering task [61]. Kemps et al. [62] who explored appetitive reactivity in a large sense showed that a concurrent visuospatial task contributes to an effective reduction of craving for chocolate.

As DTI-related behavioural addiction was acquired within a process of negative reinforcement, it appears to be of paramount priority to focus the therapeutic effort on exploring the task 1 – the unpleasant condition. Therapists should accompany the patient by means of empathetic questioning in order to investigate the presence of hidden forms of anxiety and/or depression. Often, patients presenting addictive behaviours have considerable difficulties in acknowledging a psychological suffering, other than the suffering directly related to the behavioural excess (task 2) that pushed them to seek professional help. As the unpleasant emotions and thoughts of task 1 are contained by stress and risk-seeking behaviours of task 2 in order to stay at a low level of consciousness, any attempt to reduce or to abolish the availability or experiencing of task 2 will be perceived as a menace to the individual’s psychological equilibrium. Thus, reducing task 2 without simultaneously reducing of the aversive components in task 1 will not be well tolerated by these patients. Reducing the aversive components in task 1 can be achieved by various forms of psychotherapy, coupled with pharmacological treatment in patients who are willing to accept therapeutic interventions on task 1 (instead of focusing mainly on task 2). As soon as the negative condition of task 1 is reduced, intervention on task 2 can take place. Intervention on task 2 has to focus on its two distinct components: DTI-related effects, and dopaminergic effects of salience and reward.

When focusing on DTI-related effects it would be useful to obtain a DTI which is no longer driven by the identification of a highly relevant element of risk. Concretely, the patient, assisted by the therapists, should explore whether there are other, no-risk-related activities in which he can engage as an alternative task 2 and still divert himself effectively from task 1.

There remains the problem of how to modify the dopaminergic regulation related to the highly thrilling task 2. Unfortunately, the therapeutical interventions known from pathological gambling that aim to reduce the reactivity towards cue and contextual stimuli that provoke arousal in a gambling situation [63] are not suitable for reducing natural risk-related arousal. These interventions are known as ‘stimulus control’, aiming to maintain executive control not to enter in a highly arousing situation (of gambling). The other well-known technique is ‘imaginal desensitization’ by which the psychovegetative reactivity towards contextual stimuli of gambling can be reduced. As said before, arousal related to verticality (or velocity) is mainly phylogenetically determined, and its function to prevent harm is still useful and important in daily life. Therefore, any intervention aiming to decrease this reactivity would put the patient at risk of reacting inadequately in the future.

In all cases of behavioural change, when finding and exploring alternative activities for task 2, the reduction of risk and thrill exposure will be associated with a considerable decrease of dopamine activity in the ventral striatum. Typically, as in most cases of withdrawal from an addictive behaviour, this reduced dopamine reactivity manifests clinically as a motivational difficulty of the patient to stick to the process of change. In the cognitive-behavioural therapy setting, the role of the therapist is to support and accompany the patient in this process by defining gradually adapted versions of the alternative task or behaviour. In the long-term recovery from an addictive disorder, the addicted patient has to find and experience alternative ways of stimulating the dopaminergic pathways of the striatum. As said above, all this change with regard to task 2 can only be achieved when the therapist is able to show the patient a way of exploring gently and of reducing efficiently the unpleasant condition associated with task 1. As long as no substantial improvement concerning the exploration and reduction of the unpleasant condition is achieved, the patient will be at risk of replacing one behavioural excess with another.

As the neurobiological underpinnings of the effects of DTI are becoming better and better understood, it might be important that both patients and mental healthcare
professionals become informed about these effects, and about the importance of using components of distraction and double task in their therapies. Till now, distraction or dual-task elements are generally considered to be odd, non-serious tools with a shamanic background. By explaining to a broader public the mechanisms and effects of distraction and dual-task in mental health, clinicians and researchers will be able to add another stone to the bridge being built between basic science and the clinics.
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